
RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 1

Match Vs

Club’s Level Competition

Date of Match Match Venue

RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM

Particulars of Offence

Player’s Surname Date of Birth

Forename(s) Plea Admitted Not Admitted

Club name RFU ID No.

Type of Offence

Law 9 Offence

Sanction

Hearing Details

Hearing Date Hearing venue

Chairmen/SJO Panel Member 1

Panel Member 2 Panel Secretary

Appearance Player Yes No Appearance Club Yes No

Player’s Representative(s): Other attendees:

Forename(s) Plea

List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearing:

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 2

Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/s Report/Footage

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 3

Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e.g. medical reports)

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 4

Summary of Player’s Evidence

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 5

Findings of Fact

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 6

SANCTIONING PROCESS

Decision

Breach admitted Proven Not Proven Other Disposal (please state below)

Forename(s)
Plea

Assessment of Seriousness

Assessment of intent - Ref 19.11.8

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX 19.11.8(a) Intentional/deliberate 19.11.8(b) Reckless

Reasons for finding as to intent:

Gravity of player’s actions - Reg 19.11.8(c)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 7

Nature of actions - Reg 19.11.8(d)

Existence of provocation - Reg 19.11.8(e)

Whether player retaliated - Reg 19.11.8(f)

Self-defence - Reg 19.11.8(g)

Effect on victim - Reg 19.11.8(h)

Effect on match - Reg 19.11.8(i)

Vulnerability of victim - Reg 19.11.8(j)

Level of participation/premeditation - Reg 19.11.8(k)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 8

Conduct completed/attempted - Reg 19.11.8(l)

Other features of player’s conduct - Reg 19.11.8(m)

Assessment of Seriousness Continued

Entry point

Low-end                        Weeks Mid-range                        Weeks Top-end*                        Weeks

*If Top End, the JO or Panel should identify, if apropriate, an entry point between the Top End 
and the maximum sanction and provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below.

In making this assessment, the JO/committee should be consider RFU Regulation 19

Reasons for selecting entry point:

Forename(s)
Plea

Additional Relevant Off-Field Aggravating Factors - Reg 19.11.10

Player’s status as an offender of the laws of the game - Reg 19.11.10 (a)

Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending - Reg 19.11.10(b)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 9

Number of additional weeks:

Relevant Off-Field Mitgating Factors

Acknowledgement of guilt and timing - 
Reg 19.11.11(a)

Player’s disciplinary record/good character - 
Reg 19.11.11(b)

Forename(s) Plea

Youth and inexperience of player - Reg 19.11.11(c) Conduct prior to and at hearing - Reg 19.11.11(d)

Remorse and timing of Remorse - Reg 19.11.11(e) Other off-field mitigation - Reg 19.11.11(f)

Number of weeks deducted:

Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted:

Forename(s)
Plea

Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate - 
Reg 19.11.10 (c)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 10

Sanction

NOTE: PLAYER ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING 
OF THEIR CASE, SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN 

SANCTIONING

Total sanction Sending off sufficient

Sanction commences

Sanctions concludes

Free to play

Final date to lodge appeal

Costs (please refer to Reg 
19, Appendix 3 for full 
cost details)

Signature 
(JO or Chairman) Date

NOTE: YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF APPEAL AGAINST THIS DECISION AS SET OUT 
IN REGULATION 19.12 OF THE DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS. YOUR ATTENTION IS 

SPECIFICALLY DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT AND DIRECTIONS/REQUIREMENTS RELATING 
TO AN APPEAL SET OUT IN REGULATION 19.12.9

Games for meaningful sanctions:

Forename(s)
Plea


	Hearing venue Panel Member 1 Panel Secretary Appearance Club: Video
	Reasons for finding as to intent: 
	Gravity of players actions  Reg 19118c: 
	Sending off sufficient: 
	Date: 30/12/20
	Match: Northampton RFC
	Vs: Worcester Warriors RFC
	Clubs Level: One
	Date of Match: 26/12/20
	Competition: Gallagher Premiership
	Match Venue: Northampton RFC
	Players Surname: Tuala
	Date of Birth: 23/08/1989
	Forename(s): Ah See
	Plea Admitted: Off
	Plea Not Admitted: Yes
	Club name: Northampton RFC 
	Type of Offence: Kicking and/ or Reckless or Dangerous Play
	Law 9 Offence: 9.12 and 9.11
	Sanction: None
	RFU ID No: 1847225
	Hearing Date: 29.12.20
	Panel Member 1: Anthony Wheat
	Chairmen/SJO: Ian Unsworth QC
	Panel Member 2: Leon Lloyd
	Panel Secretary: Rebecca Morgan
	Appearance Player Yes: Yes
	Appearance Player No: Off
	Appearance Club Yes: Yes
	Appearance Club No: Off
	Players Representatives: John Shea
	Other attendees: RFU - Angus Hetherington & David BarnesClub - Paul Shields (with the Player)
	List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearingRow1: A 54 page bundle comprising details of the citing, the potential sanction tables, the charges, material submitted by the Player (see below for a preliminary issue) including a statement from Marco Mama, Medical Report, Video Stills,Letter from Matt Lee, Head of Medical, Previous rugby discipline decisions, Stills from other games, papers on postural reflexes, character reference from Mr Chris Boyd, DOR and video footage of this incident and another incident in a recent match.
	Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/sReport/Footage: The Citing Commissioner's report, dated 27th December 2020 stated:8C, Cloudy night. 2nd Half started with light rain and wind gusts. Both teams had been conceding penalties in the first half, however, the temper of the game was good. A yellow card was issued at 13' for an intentional knock-on. Statements from Worcester #7 and their team doctor were requested to the team manager but were not available at the time of writing this report. The incident was observed as it happened and recorded in my notes. After the match, Worcester's team manager referred the incident. Additional angles were requested to the TV crew.The 2nd half of the match was restarted by Worcester. Northampton catches the ball and returns the kick. Worcester gains some ground and is stopped on the halfway line. They try to break through but after 4 phases no ground has been gained so W9 decides to kick the ball.Northampton #11 comes from behind the 22m and locks on the ball. He approaches diagonally to the path of the ball and jumps to catch it. Worcester #7 is following the ball and as he passes N#2 and N#9, he slows down his approach in order to avoid contact in the air with N#9. N#11 jumps by bending and swinging his right knee to gain as much height as possible. As he catches the ball, he begins his descent but leaves his right leg, now extended, up in the air. This sees his right foot making contact with the face of W#7. He lands on his left leg and is thrown backwards. W#7 steps towards touch while feeling his face his hand. Both the MO and far side AR are running back parallel to each other and at a similar distance of 3 to 5m from where the incident happens. Both were trailing the action and did not see it happen. W#7 did not require attention on the pitch and continued to play on. An act of foul play where N11 jumps to catch the ball and while descending kicks W7 on the face with his right foot.There was no report from the MO and AR. This was as to be expected as they had not seen any incident (as properly noted by the CC above).The footage was available to us as were video clips.
	Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e: 
	g: 
	 medical reports): Marco Mama (WW) stated:Just after half time of the match I was chasing a box kick from our scrum half from the halfway line, which landed just outside of the Saints 22. After initially looking up and following the flight of the ball thinking about competing, I decided to stay on the ground and tackle the Saints player catching it. As the player jumped to catch the ball, he extended his leading leg. The bottom of his foot caught me in the face around the mouth/lip region. I do not believe the act was intentional from Ah See and the force involved in the foot to face contact was minimal.At the next break in play I asked one of the medical staff to check my lip to ensure it wasn’t bleeding or split. He confirmed there was a very small cut which didn’t require any further attention.Daniel Walton (Head of Medical – Worcester Warriors RFC), stated, At a break in play at the start of the 2nd half of the game, Marco Mama spoke briefly with medical team member Jacob Mitchell, reporting he had taken a boot to the face but he was fine. Jacob reported he had a small cut with very minor bleeding on his lip from the impact.Marco did not mention anything more about his face or head during the rest of the game and did not flag anything post-game in the changing rooms.Marco has presented for training this week with no medical issues resulting from the incident that will preclude him from participating fully in training this week or being available for selection.Matt Lee (Head of Medical NS) described the actions of the Player and stated that, in his opinion, his actions were consistent with a natural postural reflex in such a circumstance.We had the benefit of the footage and stills.


	Summary of Players Evidence: The Player gave evidence before the Panel.He said that the conditions were not good that evening. He jumped up to catch the high ball and found that he had misjudged the flight of the ball.  He was concerned about his position and landing on his back or neck. He tried to regain his balance, his left leg straightened and his right leg extended outwards. He said that although he had some awareness of others approaching there was nothing he could do about his position, even in hindsight. When asked qustions by the Panel, it was abundantly clear that his overwhelming priority was to catch the ball safely and when it had gone wrong, to try and protect himself
	Findings of Fact: Firstly, we ruled on a preliminary issue. The Player's representative had submitted and wished the Panel to have regard to an Alligin match summary report. None of the Panel had read this prior to hearing argument.We ruled the report inadmissible. 1. Such reports are provided for a particular purpose (see Mathew Kvesic decision 25/01/20) The match officials find them useful but do not have to accept their contents.2. They contain opinion about rugby matters As an appointed Panel of experts asked to deal with this rugby hearing we determined that we were able to deal with the case and make the decision based on the evidence already before us. There was no need for any additional evidence, opinion or otherwise.3. Some cases do require the assistance of experts (see Calum Green decision 23/03/19). This did not.This is a well established principle and Players and their representatives must appreciate this. We would urge the relevant authorities to consider formalising the purposes and limitations of such reports.Moreover, we were referred to footage and stills from other games. Unless absolutely necessary this approach is to be discouraged. Each case must be decided upon its own facts.As to the substance of the case, the RFU properly acknowledged that this was not a case of deliberate kicking but the key question was whether this was accidental or reckless (that is the Player knew (or should have known) there was a risk of committing an act of Foul Play). If it was accidental, there could be no offence.We determined The Player sought to catch a high ball. This was a fast moving and dynamic situation. The Player began (and this was clear from viewing the video) to lean backwards and slightly to his right. He caught the ball mid air. As he began his descent he was clearly in a vulnerable position and was in grave danger of falling onto his back or neck. Instinctively, to try and regain his balance and/ or cushion his landing, his left leg straightened. This had the consequential and natural effect of his right leg straightening. The Panel accept that this was an accident. The Player misjudged the flight of the ball, and , in our judgment, was doing no more than seeking to regain his balance. In all the circumstances, the citing is dismissed and the Player is free to play with immediate effect.
	Breach Admitted: Off
	Proven: Yes
	Not Proven: Off
	Other Disposal: Off
	Decision: Citing Dismissed                            REMAINDER OF FORM LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY
	Intentional/deliberate: Off
	Reckless: Off
	Nature of actions  Reg 19118d: 
	Existence of provocation  Reg 19118e: 
	Whether player retaliated  Reg 19118f: 
	Selfdefence  Reg 19118g: 
	Effect on victim  Reg 19118h: 
	Effect on match  Reg 19118i: 
	Vulnerability of victim  Reg 19118j: 
	Level of participationpremeditation  Reg 19118k: 
	Conduct completedattempted  Reg 19118l: 
	Other features of players conduct  Reg 19118m: 
	Low End Entry Point: Off
	Low-end Weeks: 
	Mid-Range Entry Point: Off
	Mid-range Weeks: 
	Top End Entry Point: Off
	Top-End Weeks: 
	Reasons for selecting entry point: 
	Players status as an offender of the laws of the game: 
	Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending: 
	Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate: 
	Acknowledgement of guilt and timing: 
	Players disciplinary record/good character: 
	Youth and inexperience of player: 
	Conduct prior to and at hearing: 
	Remorse and timing of Remorse: 
	Other offfield mitigation: 
	Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted: 
	Games for meaningful sanctions: 
	Total sanction: 
	Sanction commences: 
	Sanction concludes: 
	Free to Play: Immediately
	Final date to lodge appeal: 
	Costs: Nil
	Number of Additional Weeks: 
	Number of Weeks Deducted: 
	Signature: Ian Unsworth 


